Form and Function of the Dojo
A Guide to the Operation of a
Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu Dojo
To succeed as a practitioner of Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu a jujutsuan
needs to develop a deeper understanding of the structure and role of a
traditional dojo that goes beyond the obvious. Like so much in the budo a
dojo relies on a mixture of Taoist, Buddhist and Shinto traditions to function.
To understand this the jujutsuan must abandon the simplistic western notion
that a dojo is just a gymnasium where one spends a few hours exercising
and then moves on.

A snow covered traditional shrine
The popular romantic view of a dojo building

Escaping this shallow view isn’t easy, especially when many dojo do
indeed use multi-purpose gymnasia for a few hours each week. Even in
the Japan the purpose built dojo is a rare thing these days.
One must remember that the true historical inspiration for the dojo is a
temple or shrine, a place of reverence and contemplation.
So, what might we find in a dojo if no compromise was required? Consider a
dojo as a building arranged for spiritual or religious exercises, the traditional
dojo is divided geometrically into a complex matrix but in simplistic terms
the Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu dojo consists, not surprisingly, of seven parts:
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A more typical modern dojo located in a suburban shopping precinct

Jouza: The jouza, literally the “seat of honour,” sometimes called shomen
is at the front of the dojo; it contains the kamiza and is to the north, it
represents the element of water, which Taoists associate with sagacity.
The kamiza is the “divine” or “upper” seat where the dojo deities are
traditionally thought to reside. Regardless of a Jujutsuan’s religious beliefs,
the kamiza is the spiritual centre of the dojo. Virtually all objects found
there are intended to reinforce this idea:
• The Shinto shrine and a variety of votary accoutrements
• The Tokonoma alcove with its offertory flower, and
• In today’s Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu dojo, a portrait of Soshi
Although some may disregard the “feeling” emanating from the
kamiza, there is little doubt that a correctly built and maintained kamiza
contributes significantly to the morale of the dojo. Thinking poetically, we
can imagine that the kamiza’s water element bathes the area before it
in the accumulated traditions of the art. It is typical of Taoist practicality
to recognise that a focal point such as the kamiza can elevate the
seriousness of what goes on around it and assist in directing the sensibilities
of practitioners to more spiritual goals.
Shinden: Traditionally, there was an elevated space adjacent the kamiza,
a space where once the headmaster of the dojo, the Dojocho, the
principal or head master, would sit to oversee the training.
Shimoza: The jujutsuan enters and leaves the dojo opposite the kamiza, at
the shimoza or “lower” seat. If the kamiza is to the north, then the shimoza
is in the south.
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According to Taoist cosmology, south is associated with the fire element,
which is, in turn, associated with intellect and etiquette. It is our conscious
desire to learn that brings us to the entrance of the dojo. Yet, that is where
we must leave our intellectual thought processes.
Beginners who appear at the shimoza full of preconceptions are unlikely to
get far unless they set their opinions aside and open themselves to Soshi’s
teachings.
It is at the shimoza that trainees begin to learn reigi-sahou or manners that
allow them to conduct themselves with dignity in the dojo, to practice
safely in a hazardous environment, and to develop consideration for
others. The all-important factor of reigi-sahou must originate at the dojo’s
door and continue beyond it into everyday life.
Genkan: Attached to the shimoza in much the same way as the shinden
is attached to the kamiza, the genkan provides a portal through which
jujutsuan formally enter and leave the dojo and the tatami.

A typical Jouza or Kamiza

Joseki: The joseki or “upper” side of the dojo is on the right or eastern side,
in the Taoist cycle of elements east corresponds to wood and hence to
virtue and charity. The joseki is the position occupied by the teacher and
by the seniors when they assemble and during practice.
With the realisation that the future of their art depends upon successive
generations, the senior practitioners have an obligation to nurture the less
experienced. The joseki in such a dojo is thus less a position of privilege
than of responsibility. It is significant to note that in Taoist though, the joseki
is the place from which knowledge and experience issue.
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Shimoseki: The left, western side of the dojo is the shimoseki or “lower”
side, which is associated in Taoist cosmology with the element of metal
and the characteristic of rectitude. It is on the shimoseki side of the dojo
where newer members concentrate their activities.

Features of the Dojo

The prevalent quality the trainees must have, once they have entered
the dojo and begun their education, is a sense of the moral “rightness”
about what they are doing. They must believe that their seniors wish only
the best for them and that the seniors expect them to wish the same for
themselves.
It is therefore natural that, in the Taoist scheme of things that rectitude
would be the dominant component in the shimoseki.
Is the shimoseki less important than the joseki? Not in the Taoist view. The
joseki side of the dojo is always under scrutiny from the shimoseki. Guided
by their art’s high standards of rectitude, juniors watch and evaluate
their seniors. Are the seniors’ actions and life-styles in accordance with
the ideals of the art? Do the seniors demand more of the juniors than the
seniors themselves can do? The shimoseki, with its emphasis on integrity, is a
perfect vantage point from which to spot any hypocrisy or pretentiousness
from the other side. Wise beginners use it as such as a perspective from
which to determine whether it is worthwhile for them to continue in this
dojo.
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The Butokuden located in Kyoto

Embujo: The final area of consideration in the dojo layout is its centre,
the actual training space, or embujo. It should be of little surprise that
the embujo, which corresponds to the earth element, is imbued with the
attributes of honesty.

Aikido’s Iwama Dojo
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This is the space where all jujutsuan meet, where conflict is initiated,
engaged, and resolved. Here rationalisation, however clever or well
reasoned, is insufficient. Here, on the training floor, the assembled jujutsuan
are called upon to “produce the goods,” to do their best, making no
excuses.
While this sounds easy in the abstract, the temptation to protect or boost
one’s ego is almost overwhelming at times.
“Yeah, that lock was painful, but he was just muscling it”
“I couldn’t finish that last set, this cold’s got me down”
“Where was my mind tonight, I just couldn’t concentrate’’

Another example of a Jouza or Kamiza

Protecting our sense of self, we are eager to resort to such explanations,
either silently to ourselves or aloud to others. Yet, at the heart of the dojo,
all are superfluous. All that matters here is what we do or fail to do. No
explanation is necessary. This is the place where the expression “damatte
keiko” – “Shut up and train” holds as a universal truth.
Kodansha and yudansha entering the dojo will turn to the right before
joining the others on the tatami while mudansha will turn to the left.
When class begins, dojo members align themselves in order of seniority
from shomen to shimoza, kodansha and yudansha along the joseki and
mudansha along the shimoseki.
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a Kakijiku Scroll ~ SHUT UP AND TRAIN!
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